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E D I T O R I A L

N O T E

Independence is something that must not be taken for granted.
In order to understand the meaning of independence, one needs to feel
the thirst of an encaged bird. Once freed, the bird never looks back.
Such is the desperation to fly free. We are among the luckiest of nations
who have their own land where we are free to live and work with our own
will. The sacrifices laid down by our forefathers during the movement for
independence can never be forgotten. Millions migrated, leaving their
properties and valuables behind just for the love of Pakistan. Today when
this land of opportunities completed 72 years of its independence, the
entire nation celebrated it with the same spirit and enthusiasm as it must
have been in the very first year of independence. SNGPL Management
and employees participated equally in these celebrations through a
special event organized at Head Office where Managing Director Amjad
Latif hoisted the national flag. Similar events also took place at the
Company’s Regional Offices across our franchise area.
SNGPL is not merely an employer for the Company employees
rather it’s a grand family where the employees and their families
celebrate different festivals and occasions together. Similar sights were
seen during the first of its kind Independence Day special painting
competition held at the Head Office. Despite being a weekend,
Managing Director SNGPL visited the competition and went to each and
every participant for encouragement. The competition continued for two
days during which a large number of employees’ children enthusiastically
showcased their creativity. Interestingly it was not just the kids who were
excited about the competition but their parents looked equally charged.
Prize distribution ceremony for the best artworks took place during the
Independence Day event. MD SNGPL Amjad Latif distributed prizes
among the participating children.
The traditional Eid Milan Party of SNGPL also took place on the
occasion of Eid ul Azha. Eid ul Azha teaches us to sacrifice our dearest
things for Allah. Likewise Allah expects us to sacrifice for our near and
dear ones, and for ones who are less privileged. The ultimate goal of all
such teachings is to nurture and promote a culture of share and care
within the society. SNGPL follows the same principle as it not only cares
for its employees but also provides them with all possible opportunities to
share the good times with each other. DMD(S) Amer Tufail graced Eid
Milan with his presence. As always, the employees attended the party in
large numbers and exchanged greetings with each other.
With the world moving away from classroom mode of training,
different departments of SNGPL have also started following the suit. HSE
Department recently took the bold step of organizing HSE Conference at
the tourist spot of Galiyaat Region. The conference was aimed at
discussing issues pertaining to functions and operations of HSE
Department, and to tailor innovative solutions to the existing challenges.
(Syed Jawad Naseem)
Chief Editor
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MESSAGE FROM

M A N A G I N G

D I R E C T O R

“Few individuals significantly alter the course of history. Fewer
still modify the map of the world. Hardly anyone can be credited with
creating a nation-state. Mohammad Ali Jinnah did all three.”
- Stanley Wolpert
Formation of Pakistan was a result of religious, cultural, social and
economic discrimination faced by the Muslims of United India but they were
facing it for long so who made them realized of the right solution? It was
none other than the father of the nation Quaid e Azam Mohammad Ali
Jinnah. A true leader is always identified not by the way he or she exploits
an issue rather how he or she finds out a solution and leads his or her
followers or team towards that destination. Quaid e Azam did so. It was very
easy for him to force people to act violently against all sorts of oppression
and this would have earned him massive popular support while causing
irreparable damage to the Muslim community of the region in the long run.
He chose otherwise. Quaid e Azam was a true believer of peaceful
democratic movement and hence he started canvassing in every corner of
the region to make Muslims aware of the entire situation. He faced crushing
defeat in the 1937 elections and was degraded in the worst possible ways
by his political opponents afterwards but he didn’t lose courage. He
continued his mission for equal opportunities for the Muslims of India and
only after he was politically betrayed by Indian National Congress, he told
Muslims that Pakistan was the only way out to the issues faced by Muslims.
Muslims of India voted for the solution devised by Quaid e Azam.
The struggle of Quaid e Azam Mohammad Ali Jinnah is like an open
book for people leading teams in any capacity and in any field of life. He
taught us that when caught in a problem, we should guide our teammates
towards a solution. What happens many times is that the team leader starts
blaming any or all of the teammates for the problem. What happens
afterwards is a discouraged and demoralized team working sans cohesion
for saving skin instead of attaining a mutual goal.
We are lucky enough to be living in a time when it is a lot easier to
access all sorts of information hence we must utilize resources to find out
smart solutions to any problem that may arise as part of work life. One may
also read the autobiographies of world as well as corporate leaders to
understand how they faced problems and devised successful solutions to
them. Unfortunately in most of the cases it has been observed that the team
members instead of finding the solution, focuses more on the problem and
the potential catch. We must avoid such behavior at all costs. Again I would
say that solutions not always come from top tier and hence the Senior
Management must pay attention to what the juniors have to offer. So next
time, your team, Department, Region or the Company faces a problem, you
must focus on the root cause of the problem so that the mistake is not
repeated. It must be followed by a thorough brainstorm session where all
the team members are encouraged to participate for devising a feasible
solution. Once all the team members are in agreement over the solution, full
energies must be dedicated to implement it. Remember sometimes all it
needs is passion and sincerity to root out a problem and struggle of
Muslims for an independent land is a true example in this regard.
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COVER STORY

INDEPENDENCE DAY CELEBRATED
WITH RENEWED HOPES
Ayesha Qadir Pakistan emerged as a country on
map of the world on August 14,
1947. The nation celebrates Independence Day
with great enthusiasm every year. Independence
gives us the reasons to enjoy our fundamental
rights laid down by constitution. The feeling of
freedom and self-reliance fills the hearts with
supreme happiness and joy. Independence Day
starts with 31-gun salute in the federal and
21-gun salute at the provincial capitals. The
main activity of the Independence Day is flag
hoisting by Head of State.
Like other national institutions and
organizations, SNGPL always celebrates
Independence Day of Pakistan with great zeal at
Head Office as well as Regional Offices. Similar
events took place this Independence Day as
well. Managing Director SNGPL Amjad Latif was
Chief Guest at the ceremony held at the Head
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Office in Lahore. Senior Management of the
Company, Executives and staff along with their
families also participated in large numbers. The
Head Office and all Regional Offices were
artistically decorated with national flag and
buntings with the buildings illuminated
beautifully.
The event started with the flag hoisting
ceremony at the Head Office, Regional Offices
and Transmission Terminals in synchronization
with flag hoisting ceremony at Jinnah Convention
Centre. Flag Hoisting was followed by National
anthem and tree plantation by the Managing
Director Amjad Latif at the Head Office and by
General Managers/Regional Managers at their
respective Regions. While addressing the
participants, MD SNGPL Amjad Latif spoke in
detail on the importance of independence and
emphasized on hard work with sincerity in order

to bring Pakistan at par with developed countries
of the world.
Exhibition of paintings by the kids were
displayed. Managing Director along with the
Senior Management visited and appreciated the
children for their work. Prizes were distributed
among the top ten paintings and other children.
Children cheered the ceremony by wearing
white and green dresses which represent the
colors of Pakistan’s flag. Children being the real
asset of any nation, their grooming play a vital

role in nation building. Keeping this in view,
children were given an opportunity to express
their viewpoint through speeches. Two kids,
Manahil Khalid and Abdul Hadi delivered fiery
speeches in connection with independence and
nation building.
The event was arranged by the
Administration Department in collaboration with
Civil, Telecom and IT/MIS Department.
The writer is Officer (Admin), Head Office.
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EVENT

HSE CONFERENCE 2018:

A PARTICIPATION BASED FUN
FILLED LEARNING EXPERIENCE
HSE Department organized a
conference for its executives
recently at the University of Peshawar campus at
Bara Gali, Abbottabad. Bara Gali is one of the
towns of Galiyat at an altitude of 7,766 ft. The
town lies on the road between Abbottabad and
Murree and is around 25 KM from Abbottabad
and 40 KM from Murree. The intention behind
choosing this venue was to move out of the
routine office environment so as to deliberate
and share innovative ideas regarding various
functions and activities of HSE department in a
different environment. The other obvious reasons
were excellent weather and economic feasibility.
HSE Department

initiatives. The outcome was really amazing as
participation of all the executives was superb.
The discussions were so intensive and capturing
that the sessions had to extend pass the lunch
time almost every day.
The other part was based on few
outdoor activities which were apparently fun but
were actually based on corporate principles,
business values and interpersonal skills. A
glimpse of these activities is as follows:

The weather felt really nice there
particularly due to the fact that most of the
people were moving from hot and humid climatic
conditions. The participants also got the chance
to get close to the nature and a bit of wildlife like
snails, monkeys and a jackal. They were told to
be cautious of leopards too but “fortunately” we
could not find any.

Connecting stories:
This activity was based on team-building
and get-to-know-others by finding common
experiences among different people. Everyone
was asked to write a couple of lines about any
story or experience which he/she would like to
share and then the other person had to connect
from there with his/her own story. It was an
activity full of fun along with exploring
communication skills and explaining one’s own
ideas in an interesting way. We ended up with
some really interesting stories.

The conference was comprised of two
parts. The first segment included but not limited
to academic discussions, gap analysis of HSE
IMS manual with respect to latest ISO standard
14001:2015, new HSE objectives and targets,
feedback from the participants regarding their
ideas for smooth execution of various HSE

Trust course game:
This activity was about bonding among
employees, developing trust on each other,
paying attention to small details and avoiding
distractions. A narrow curvy course was built
with the help of stones and some hurdles. The
person, blind folded, was supposed to pass
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through the whole course with the help of a
partner who could guide him/her to walk through
and cross the hurdles. Meanwhile other
participants were free to distract and mislead the
player. This fun activity helped in learning how to
trust your colleagues, help and guide them
meanwhile avoiding the other distractions during
day to day business operations.
Pass the message:
This game is quite old but still effective
in realizing the importance of communicating
with each other while keeping the original
message intact. A written message was
provided to the first player which he had to
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whisper into other player’s ear and so on. The
number of players was not too high but even
then the message was twisted; emphasizing the
importance of understanding and delivering the
message accurately.
General Manager (Rawalpindi) and
General Manager (Islamabad) also graced the
occasion with their presence and shared their
valuable views and recommendations.
Apparently, it looked like that HSE conference
might be just a fun-based tour but in actual it
turned out to be a very healthy, informative and
learning session with a lot of cherish memories.

TRAINING

ROUND THE CLOCK

AVAILABILITY OF IT SERVICES
SNGPL is continuously developing its
workforce through employee trainings. Training
of Human Resource is crucial to any
organization’s success and growth. In
pursuance of this objective SNGPL sends its
Executives for the Red hat Clustering training.
Red Hat, Inc. is an American multinational
software company providing open-source
software products to the enterprise community. It
is the world's leading provider of open source
solutions, including reliable, high-performing
cloud, virtualization, storage, Linux, mobile,
management.
IT/MIS is using Red hat Linux (OS) on
x86 based servers for business critical services
such as Email, Company Website, Name
Servers, business intelligence application etc.
Redhat Linux is one of the most secure and
reliable operating system available today and
most of the Fortune Global 500 companies trust
Red Hat to drive the IT infrastructure behind their
successful businesses. It is also the preferred
platform for modern applications as well as for
cloud infrastructure.
It ensures business systems availability
and reliability, multiple servers work together in a
cluster such that failure of system does not
disrupt IT business services. Clustering is also
used to improve the performance to handle
increased workload or the number of users.
Redhat Clustering:
Redhat Cluster provides reliability,
scalability, and availability to critical production
services. Red Hat clustering suite is an out of the
box clustering solution that delivers dynamic
load balancing, improved fault tolerance and
scalability of TCP/IP based applications. Users
combine the individual servers into a cluster,
resulting in highly available access to critical

network resources such as data, applications,
network services, and more. The Red Hat High
Availability solution is ideally suited to web
servers, ftp servers, mail gateways, firewalls,
VPN gateways and other front-end IP based
applications where virtually uninterrupted service
is required.
IT/MIS has arranged Redhat Linux
Clustering training for SNGPL Executives to
ensure the technology is used efficiently and
improve the reliability of IT services. Shabbir
Ahmed (Executive Officer Network/Systems),
Shazia Azam (Executive Officer
Network/Systems) attended the training held at
Redhat Authorized Training Center (Kuala
Lumpur Malaysia) in April 2018. Training center
has its own lab facility fully equipped with latest
tools and technologies required for the training.
Training session was conducted by a Redhat
Certified instructor having vast experience of
Redhat Technologies.
Training helped to understand the
product in depth with hands on skills. These
skills will be used to plan SNGPL moving
towards building its own Red hat high availability
solution in future. Which improve the efficacy,
control, security and performance of SNGPL
IT/MIS environment.
Apart from the training, Malaysia is a
great country to visit and explore. Malaysia is a
Southeast Asian country occupying parts of the
Malay Peninsula and the island of Borneo. It's
known for its beaches, rainforests and mix of
Malay, Chinese, Indian and European cultural
influences. The capital, Kuala Lumpur, is home
to colonial buildings, busy shopping districts
such as Bukit Bintang and skyscrapers such as
the iconic, 451m-tall Petronas Twin Towers.
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TRAINING

AN INQUIRY INTO CHINESE
INDUSTRIAL AND SOCIAL GROWTH
“Learning never ends”. This
proverb carries a great verbal as
well as practical significance. Learning for a
human being starts from one’s birth and
continues till last breath. SNGPL is a learning
institution for its employees to gain practical
knowledge in diversified fields. Various trainings
are offered to its employees internally and The
Management encourages its employees to
participate in international trainings, conferences
and workshops to make its workforce more
competitive.
Umair Ashraf

Being employees of SNGPL, we always
feel proud due to our regular professional skills
growth. In April 2017, I and my colleague Asma
Maqbool, Senior Engineer HSE, Head Office got
opportunity to visit China to seek technical
knowledge, learn about culture, share our ideas
and to represent our homeland. It was an
impressive journey from Islamabad to various
culturally rich cities of China. We were
mesmerized by the nationalism and hospitality of
Chinese people.
Beijing Airport is one the great
architectural marvels observed in first sight after
landing there. Our next destination, where we
had to reach was Zhejiang. We took a flight from
Beijing to Hanghzou, where the representative of
M/s Zheijiang Flametch Industries, Miss Alice
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had arrangements at our arrival. Where, we
found another trait of Chinese People that very
few people in china speak other languages. At
Hanghzou Airport, we came across a very
interesting incident. When we tried to contact our
host Miss Alice via social media application “we
chat” (widely used in china) but we did not had
local Chinese cellular connection. It was agreed
between us that their driver will reach there in
time to pick us from Hangzhou Airport but as our
flight got late at Beijing, we failed reach
Hangzhou in time. Although, WiFi was free at all
public places but we were not able to
understand its password written in Chinese
language everywhere. We seek guidance at
counter but nobody was able to understand our
language. We spoke various people at airport
but all in vain. All of sudden, we found a group of
Pakistanis from Karachi, who were in Hanghzou
on their business trip. Luckily they offered us
their cell phone to contact Miss Alice, who was
also worried about our arrival. After a struggle of
around an hour, we found the driver. An
important Environmental conservation initiative
observed in city was great number of trees of the
same type planted on both sides of roads,
beautifully trimmed and carried equal length and
width. Garbage containers were placed
everywhere in public areas. Public toilets were
found after regular interval. Finally, we reached

at Hotel.
Next day, the same driver picked us
from Hotel for factory visit of M/s Zeijhiang
Flametech Industries. In half an hour we reached
there. Miss Alice received us and took us to her
office where we met the Production, Technical
and Marketing Managers. Presentation was
given regarding products, activities etc.
Founded on March 29th, 2006, Zhejiang
FlameTech Industries Co., Ltd. is a Sino-foreign
joint venture enterprise integrating design,
production and sale (export) of various kinds of
firefighting equipment. Its products include fire
hydrants and fire extinguishers divided into dry
powder, carbon dioxide, clean water, cart,
suspension and other various types, and are
widely used in petroleum, chemical industry,
firefighting, residence and many other industries.
We also visited their production area and
interacted with production staff. Production of
Fire extinguishers of different types and
capacity, starting from raw material to end
product and finishing activities like painting and
filling of Fire Extinguishers were visited. It was a
depiction of the whole procedure/flow diagram

of activities which was shared during
presentation. Miss Alice was our interpreter in
conversation with their staff. In our two days visit
over there, we were able to understand the
whole procedure of Fire Fighting Appliances
manufacturing.
During our visit to China, we explored
Ningbo, Hangzhou and Beijing started from
beautiful West Lake, Lingyin Temple, Fei Lai
Feng, City tour of Hanghzou to Forbidden city,
Great Wall of China, Summer Palace, Temple of
Heaven, Capital Museum, Tea House and
various tourist attractions. Where, we came
across people from various countries i.e. USA,
UK, Poland, China, India, Sri Lanka, and
Malaysia. Chinese have proved themselves as a
great nation by following their national agenda,
language and culture. This could be easily
understood by visiting the country. The people
intending to visit china should keep in mind while
traveling. They can face issues regarding food
and language barriers so best way to tackle
these issues is to keep a translator app in your
Smart phones and manage internet with you.
The writer is Senior Engineer HSE at Islamabad (D).
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AUTOMATION

EAM INTRODUCED FOR
COMPRESSION DEPARTMENT
Sarah Ali Oracle Enterprise Asset Management
is a powerful tool that extends the
functionality of Asset Management, Preventive
and Condition-Based Maintenance, Work
Management, Planning, Scheduling, Material
Management etc. These help in quick decision
making and tracking of the actions to ensure that
the Asset Management and Maintenance
activities are being carried out in an effective
and efficient manner.
IT/MIS Department aims to automate
SNGPL’s asset management and maintenance
operations by rationalizing the existing policies,
practices with a view to streamline the existing
information related to Asset Management. In
continuation of automation of SNGPL’s asset
management and maintenance operations, ERP
team has already implemented eAM in Admin
Department and Transmission HQ. All
maintenance activities of Admin vehicles and
Transmission Gensets are being managed
through eAM. IT/MIS Department recently
launched Enterprise Asset Management in
Compression Department for Compression
station at Uch Sharif (AC-IV). Following are some
of the benefits:
1. Full asset lifecycle maintenance with a
complete view of all types of assets and
equipment
2. Integration with all other modules of ERP
3. Compliance and corporate governance with
an enterprise perspective
4. Management of maintenance activities
5. Maintenance Scheduling
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6. Man / Material / Equipment association with
the maintenance activities
The first Work Request was generated
by Incharge Compression Station AC-IV. Oracle
Alert functionality was used to generate email to
the concerned officers against this work request.
Work order was generated by Maintenance
Incharge Multan (C) in response of email. These
activities were performed in presence of Amer
Tufail, DMD (Services); Mohammad Aslam, SGM
(Compression), Muhammad Riaz, GM (IT/MIS),
GM (Compression) Multan and Chief Officer
(IT/MIS).
Expressing his satisfaction over the
development, DMD (S) Amer Tufail emphasized
on the need of optimal utilization of the system.
SGM (Compression) Muhammad Aslam directed
that AC-1X should be the next compression
station for implementation. GM (Compression)
appreciated the IT and Compression
Department teams for putting in tremendous
efforts and making it happen within stipulated
timelines. GM (IT/MIS) Muhammad Riaz assured
that IT/MIS Department will provide all the
technical and training support for smooth and
timely execution of project. The Management
appreciated the efforts of ERP team including
Sarah Ali, Senior Officer (AD); Naveed Akram,
Executive Officer (Ops); Rafaqat Ali, Officer
(AD); Talha Ahmed- Officer (IT/MIS) for in-house
implementation of Enterprise Asset Management
and saving a huge cost.
The Writer is Senior Officer, IT/MIS
Department at Head Office.

CSR

MEDICAL CAMPS HELD AT
FAISALABAD AND MULTAN
HSE initiative of arranging Medical
Camps is a very effective tool to promote Health
Care awareness, on spot health screening of
employees and also providing an opportunity for
providing information about general HSE
initiatives.
Medical camps are organized for all
employees regardless of their nature of job and
type of engagement with the Company. These
camps facilitate the employees to get their
health status screened with a variety of tests
under one roof within a reasonable time.
Busy work environment, job stress and
frequent traveling hinder our staff to give needed
attention to their health. The environment in the
medical camps gives them some time to interact
with their colleagues and provide some break in
their busy routine to think about their health and
be aware of the health related hazards from the
literature available at stalls which contain useful
information regarding precautions to be taken
during daily routine.
Basic and specific disease related
screening tests are carried out at the medical
camps, i.e. Hepatitis B & C screening, Blood
Pressure monitoring, Blood Sugar testing,
General Medical examination. In today’s world
the proportion of population suffering from
Diabetes, Hypertension and Hepatitis B & C has
increased considerably. Managing these
ailments is the need of the hour as they have
become the basis of major diseases resulting in
failure of different body organs.
Specific tests include Bone mass
density, Pulmonary Function Testing (PFT) and
Eye Refraction. These tests are selected keeping
in view the prevalence of symptoms in general
population and their adverse health effects.

Hepatitis ‘B’ & ‘C’ screening has resulted
in identification of employees who were not
aware that they are suffering from this disease.
They are counseled for further confirmatory tests
and treatment.
Bone mass density is carried out on all
employees and any deficiency is noted. On the
basis of results they are counseled to change
their life style and take prescribed medicines.
Eye Refraction is an essential test for all
drivers & personnel using computer during their
job performance. This test forms the basis of
recommendation for any change in their eye
sight status.
Pulmonary function test is carried out for
only those employees who are exposed to
vapors or dust during their daily routine. It
checks the lungs capacity and various other
confirmatory parameters of lungs disorders.
In this regard, a series of Medical camps
were planned for various sites across the
Company. First Medical camp of 2018 was
conducted at Faisalabad region on 17 and 18
July 2018 whereas Medical camp at Multan was
conducted on August 16 and 17. A large
number of employees visited the camps for tests
and medical advice and appreciated Company’s
initiative towards their health awareness.
Regional Management during their visit
to the camps appreciated the efforts of HSE
Department and ensured their full cooperation
and support in this regard. Special kits, another
initiative of HSE Department, were also
distributed among food handlers containing
Aprons, head caps, beard masks, gloves, nail
cutters etc.
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CORROSION CONTROL

NOT LAGGING BEHIND:

FIRST EVER LINEAR ANODE IMPRESSED
CURRENT CATHODIC PROTECTION
SYSTEM COMMISSIOINED
Haris Murtaza Corrosion Control Department at
SNGPL is working continuously to
prevent and mitigate corrosion of M.S pipeline.
Latest standards are being followed and new
technologies are being introduced in the field of
Corrosion.
Recently Corrosion Control Section,
Rahim Yar Khan (T), Multan (T) successfully
designed, constructed and commissioned the
first ever ''Linear Anode Impressed Current
Cathodic Protection System'' at Compressor
Station, AC-0, Sui. AC-0 have complex
underground piping network interconnected to
each other and not electrically isolated, the
piping network approximately 1500 ft in length
consist of different diameters (16''Ø to 1''Ø) of
M.S piping network which includes water lines,
fuel lines, fire hydrant system lines, drain lines,
condensate drain lines, motor vent lines and
buried vessels. The coating of underground
piping network is old and current requirement of
different diameters is different.
Cathodic protection of such a complex
piping network is not an easy task and involves
various expenses such as isolation cost, cost for
a reliable and effective C.P system etc. For this
purpose Linear Anodes were selected and C.P
system was designed, the results were
remarkable and cost of installation was at less
than a conventional deep well anode system.
Linear anodes or Flex anodes are a
flexible, packaged linear anode assembly. The
linear anode is packaged in a highly absorbent
fabric sleeve. This fabric sleeve is sewn using a
poly four thread double interlocking stitch, which
prevents the seam from separating during
installation, or when stored in high temperature
conditions. The sleeve is filled using a high
quality, calcined petroleum coke. The layout of
linear anode is as follows
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200 meter length of
52mA/linear meter current
rating, linear anode or
flexible anode was installed
along the buried pipeline in
the form of distributed
anode system or multiple
strings. These anode strings
were connected to main
anode junction box using
field splice kits and 35mm2
single core (copper conductor) sheathed cable.
Anode strings being installed along buried pipeline at AC-0, Sui

Negative Cable
connected to fire
hydrant line

Fire Hydrant System

Main Junction Box

Transformer Rectifier Unit

Anode strings were energized (100 - 150 m
maximum) by connecting header cables at both
ends, in case at one end the other end was sealed
using splicing kit. Linear anode is the most suitable
option for ICCP of piping network at a Compressor
Station and has many advantages as listed below
Easy to install
No extra ditching required, can be installed in the
same trench along the buried pipeline
Protects multiple pipelines in a corridor
Even current distribution
Design can be optimized by installing multiple

strings
No electrical isolation of piping network required
Best for old and damaged pipeline coatings
Minimize current densities
Removes isolation cost
The results of linear anode ICCP system
tested at 16 Amp forced potential shows even
current distribution along the entire buried pipeline
network with a ground bed resistance of 01Ohms.
The system was later operated at the rated output of
10 Amperes. The results are tabulated below

S. No.

Diameter
(inch)

Length
(ft)

Total PSP
Points

Protected
Points

Unprotected
Points

Percentage
Protection

Surface
Area (ft2)

Surface
Area (m2)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Total

16
6
4
3
1

20
855
296
76
178
1425

1
2
4
2
3
12

1
2
4
2
3
12

0
0
0
0
0
0

100
100
100
100
100
100

83.73
1342.35
309.81
59.66
46.58
1842.13

7.78
124.71
28.78
5.54
4.33
171.14

S. No.
1.

Location
Fire Hydrant

PSP Natural (-mV)
440

PSP Forced (-mV)
1698

2.

Blow down riser

480

1190

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Fuel Line Unit 1
Fuel Line Unit 2
Drain Vessel
Motor Vent Drain
Generator fuel line
Scrubbers drain
Water line
Drain lines Unit 1
Drain lines Unit 2
Vessel

462
470
435
407
438
485
480
485
482
481

1074
1073
1066
1074
1065
1074
1071
1074
1074
1072

100% Cathodic Protection Level of buried,
un-isolated pipeline network at Compressor Station
AC-0 was achieved as compared to C.P systems at
other Compressor Stations, by operating the system
at its rated output using minimum electric power,
which will result in uniform consumption of linear
anode and has an estimated life of 25 years when

Protected
Surface
Area (ft2)
83.73
1342.35
309.81
59.66
46.58
1842.13

Protected
Surface
Area (m2)
7.78
124.71
28.78
5.54
4.33
171.14

Remarks
T/R Output
16 Amp D.C
16 Volt D.C
T/R Input
3 Amp A.C
217 Volts A.C

operated at the rated output.
This project by Corrosion Control
Department has saved the old pipeline network from
adverse effects of corrosion by utilizing minimum
resources and reliable material.
The writer is Executive Engineer in
Corrosion Control Department.
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OPEN CORNER

TO LIVE HAPPILY AND HEALTHILY,
IS NO MORE A SECRET
Our lives depend on
our relationships. From
the moment we're born, we rely on others to help
raise us, nurture us, and care for us. No matter
how independent or self-reliant we become, we
will always accomplish more with the help of
others.
Muhammad Usman Iftikhar

Happiness is not something you postpone
for the future; it is something you design for the
present - Jim Rohn
Robert Waldinger is a psychiatrist and is
currently directing the Harvard Study of Adult
Development, one of the most comprehensive
studies of emotional well-being in history.
Scientists eventually expanded their research to
include the children of the original participants,
examining vast medical records, hundreds of
in-person interviews and questionnaires, even
brain scans. The result is an abundance of data
on physical, mental, and emotional health. He
cited one message that came through loud and
clear:
"Do not let your hatred of a people incite you
to aggression." (The Quran 5:2)
"Good relationships keep us happier and
healthier" Waldinger, in his famous TED Talk
entitled “What Makes a Good Life? Lessons from
the Longest Study on Happiness” said, the
people who were the most satisfied in their
relationships at age 50 were the healthiest at
age 80. Further he said, "Good relationships
don't just protect our bodies; they protect our
brains".
So, how can you cultivate better
relationships? That's one of the questions I
explored in a book, EQ Applied: The Real-World
Guide to Emotional Intelligence by Justin Bariso.
In which it concluded that Great relationships
are built on trust.
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foundation--and for relationships, that foundation
is trust. Without trust, there can be no love, no
friendship, no lasting connection between
people. But where there is trust, there is
motivation to act. If you trust someone is looking
after your best interests, you will do almost
anything that person asks of you. So in that vein,
here are eight emotionally intelligent actions you
can take that will help you cultivate stronger,
deeper trust-leading to more meaningful
relationships.
Consistent Communicate: Building trust requires
consistent communication, which allows you to
stay in touch with another person's reality. You
become quickly aware of their highs and lows,
and how they deal with them. Nowadays, social
media is also very helpful in managing this type
of communication through various means,
including phone, electronic messaging/social
media, and good old-fashioned face-to-face
conversation. The key is to use them all-just not
at the same time.
Be authentic in words and act: Authentic people
share their true thoughts and feelings with
others. They understand that they aren't perfect,
but they're willing to show those imperfections
because they know everyone else has them, too.
By accepting others for who they are, authentic
individuals prove relatable. Authenticity doesn't
mean sharing everything about you, with
everyone, all of the time. It does mean saying
what you mean, meaning what you say, and
sticking to your values and principles above all
else.
"Everything good that happens to you (O
Man) is from God, everything bad that happens
to you is from your own actions". (Quran 4:79)

“Health is a state of complete harmony of the
body, mind and spirit. When one is free from
physical disabilities and mental distractions, the
gates of the soul open.” – B.K.S. Iyengar

Be sincerely helpful: One of the easiest ways to
gain someone's trust is to help them. It's often
the small things that matter: an offer to make a
cup of coffee or tea. Pitching in with the dishes
or helping to carry in groceries. Offering a
helping hand whenever possible. Actions like
these inspire trust.

Each relationship is a bridge you build
between yourself and another person. Any
strong bridge must be built on a solid

Be truthful and trust worthy: We live in an age of
commitment-breaking. It's common for people to
back out of an agreement or plan whenever they

feel like it. In contrast, those who focus on
staying true to their word develop a reputation
for reliability and trustworthiness.
"And We sent down in the Quran that which
is healing and a mercy to those who believe: to
the unjust it causes nothing but loss after loss".
(Quran 17:82)
Show genuine appreciation: Everyone craves to be
appreciated for what they do. Why not give it to
them? It's not enough to feel appreciation for
others, you have to show it--otherwise, they may
not know. When you tell others specifically what
you value about them and why, you encourage
them to continue doing the things that make
them great. Maybe even more importantly, you
foster positive feelings and draw closer to
you--and encourage them to be appreciative,
too.
Be empathetic: Empathy has been described as
the ability to feel another person's pain in your
heart. To display empathy, it's not necessary to
share the same experiences or circumstances
as others. Rather, you must simply strive to
understand the person by getting to know their
perspective. If you can truly empathize with
another person, they will feel understood--and

EMPLOYEE

MALIK MOHSIN KHAN
Executive Audit Officer
Audit Section
Sahiwal
His follow up for unsettled audit
observations led to timely conduct of
Management level meetings of Audit Plans
2014-15, 2015-16 and 2016-17 of the
region.

will likely be moved to reciprocate the effort the
next time you're in need.
Apologize (it matters a lot): There will be times when
you feel like there is anything in the world you'd
rather do than say two little words: "I'm sorry."
but those two words have the potential to
change another person's entire demeanor or
mood, to heal hurt feelings, and to show that you
truly value your relationship. Every meaningful
conversation you have, every authentic and
helpful act, every honest word, every promise
you keep, every word of sincere and specific
appreciation, and every apology will contribute
to building deep and trusting relationships--like
the untold number of delicate brushstrokes that
make up a beautiful painting.
To enjoy good health, to bring true
happiness to one's family, to bring peace to all,
one must first discipline and control one's own
mind. If a man can control his mind he can find
the way to Enlightenment, and all wisdom and
virtue will naturally come to him. - Buddha
And as the research proves, those
relationships will keep you happier and healthier
for comparatively longer period of time.
The writer is Senior Officer (T&D).

OF
THE

KHURRAM SHAHZAD
Supervisor GDA
Audit Section
Sahiwal
He successfully achieved the assigned
targets for FY 2017-18 in timely manner
while assisting Executives in preparation of
working papers and audit reports.

MUHAMMAD HAMEED
Senior Supervisor Fitter
Lahore Area
He is fully committed towards his assigned
duties and works with full dedication.
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aLL IN tHE

faMILY

Ali Moeen s/o Moeen Ahmad, General Manager (Project/Lands) successfully cleared
CSS examinations by securing 54th position. He has been allocated Inland Revenue
Services Group.

Shahzaib Farooq Qazi, Accountant, Compliance Department, Head Office,
successfully qualified final examination conducted by the Institute of Chartered
Accountants Pakistan (ICAP) and certified as Chartered Accountant (CA).

Syed Annas Ali s/o Syed Ashar Ali, Superintendent GDA, Billing Department, Head
Office secured 491 (99.20%) marks in S.S.C Part I examinations under the Board of
Intermediate and Secondary Education, Lahore.

Abeera Aslam d/o Muhammad Aslam Javaid, Superintendent Record, Distribution
Section, Lahore Area, secured 487 (96.47%) marks in S.S.C part I examinations under
the Board of Intermediate and Secondary Education, Lahore.

SNGPL and the editorial team of “The Pride” are thankful to the following
employees for the services they rendered. We wish all the best for their future.

Mushtaq Ahmad
Dist. Supervisor Fitting
Distribution Section
CSC Gojra, Faisalabad (D)

Aurang Zeb
Deputy Foreman Welding
Distribution Section
Wah (D)

Banat Khan
Dist. Supervisor Fitting
Distribution Section
Nowshera, Mardan (D)

Abdul Rauf Khan
Storeman
Stores Section
Wah (T)

Mother of Zahid Rashid, Senior Admin Officer, Faisalabad (D), passed away on 25 August 2018.
Mother of Masam Ibrar, Deputy Chief Engineer (D), Mardan, passed away on 22 August 2018.
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